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Matt Falker is the full-time piano professor at MiraCosta College in Oceanside, CA, where 
he also directs vocal jazz ensembles and teaches music theory. He is the founder and director 
of the Oceanside Jazz Festival, a non-competitive vocal jazz and big band festival hosted at 
MiraCosta. He received his undergraduate degree from Western Michigan University in jazz 
piano and his graduate degree from the University of Southern California in jazz voice.  
 
Known as a clinician and performer, Matt’s vocal arrangements are published through his 
own publishing company, Matfal Music, as well as by Sound Music Publications and UNC 
Jazz Press. Matt will also serve as the guest conductor for the Colorado All-State Women’s 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble later this month. 
 
Matt sings in the vocal jazz ensemble ‘True North’, who will be releasing a CD in early 2016. 
Both True North and the Matt Falker Quartet performed featured sets at the 2015 JEN 
Conference. In 2015, he was also one of a select group of teachers chosen as a quarter-finalist 
for the GRAMMY’s Music Educator Award. On Matt’s recent sabbatical, he arranged and 
scored a new musical based on the life of Nat ‘King’ Cole, which premiered at Morgan State 
University in Baltimore, Maryland. 
 
Matt is also an active church keyboardist and writer specializing in contemporary gospel 
music. His first solo CD ‘Playpen’ is available on CD Baby and iTunes. 
 

 

Contact information for Matt: 
Email: matt@mattfalker.com      Phone: 323.813.JAZZ (5299) 
Web Site: www.matfalmusic.com  Facebook: facebook.com/MatfalMusic
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Clinic Outline 
 

1. Is This Jazz? (Play “Both Sides Now” – ballad by the Singers Unlimited) 

1.1. What aspects of this recording line up with the traditional definition of “jazz”? 

1.2. What aspects don’t seem to? 

1.3. List some “definitions” and values of the jazz style: 

* The piece must swing and must include improvisation.  

* Jazz usually employs advanced harmonies and rhythm.  

* There is an expectation in jazz that each performance will be creatively different 

 
2. So why do we sing or play in jazz choir? (or teach it, for that matter) 

2.1. To foster individual creativity via soloing, whether using lyrics or not 

2.2. To teach connection to the jazz tradition and vocabulary 

2.3. To develop our rhythmic and harmonic skills to the fullest 

2.4. To learn to sing, play, and perform in as many musical styles as possible! 

 
3. Goals for directors, players & singers: 

3.1. For directors: 

* Program as many different styles within jazz as possible. Stretch your students in both 

solo and ensemble skills. Find times to remove yourself from the performance.  

3.2. For players: 

*Listen to EVERYTHING you can. Don’t just work on your soloing. Work everything 

with a metronome. Try to memorize at least one song in your set. 

3.3. For singers: 

*Listen to EVERYTHING you can. Learn the art of disciplined & focused practicing. 

*Build as many secondary skills as possible – piano, theory, technology, etc.  

*Approach your music with a creative spirit!  
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4. “On a Clear Day” Demonstration (New York Voices – A Day Like This album) 

4.1.     What did you learn by listening to this track and the demo of the lead sheet? 

4.2.  What did you learn about jazz phrasing and rhythmic and melodic alteration? 

(Matt sings original melody & rhythm against New York Voices track) Normal jazz 

phrasing is behind the lead sheet melody. At the end of each soloist’s phrase, though, 

the melody lines up again. Melodic & rhythmic changes are used. 

 

5. Can I change or adapt any part of a vocal jazz chart for my choir? 

5.1. What are some aspects of a chart that could be changed? 

Melody, chords, lyrics, the arrangement, the groove, adding/removing solos or sections 

5.2.  Lullaby in Rhythm (SSA/SAB, Sound Music Publications) - AABA form: 

First ‘A’   Hear my lullaby in rhythm… 

Second ‘A’   To my lullaby in rhythm… 

‘B’ or bridge Stars dance… 

Last ‘A’  Hear my lullaby in rhythm… 

5.3. To shorten or lengthen a chart, you must understand the form! 

5.4.     Keep the AABA form intact! (with exception for final statement of melody) 

5.5.     List ways to customize charts: 

* Insert solo choruses, or take out material that is too hard for choir or time-consuming 

* Consider having two different performance versions – one short, one long 

* Extend the intro or ending with rhythm section material (e.g. drum solo, V pedal) 

* Change keys – or remove notes too high or low 

 

5.6. What questions do you have? Thanks for attending this clinic! 


